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gonna be releasing my mod soon.. So, my PC version already have the save editor that I should use.. However, my 360 version doesn't have save editor and have to edit manually through.log files... Feb 15, 2012 How to install Fate's Veil on your game Fates Veil Kingdom of Amalur: Reckoning fates veil Kingdom of Amalur save editor v1.1 is a mod designed for the game "Kingdom of Amalur: Reckoning." This particular mod allows you to edit your HP, EXP, Ability Points and inventory spaces. Hope you enjoy your stay at Fate's Veil. Et Cetera April 20, 2012 Hey! Thanks for the introduction to the editor! Thanks mate, it works flawless. May 27, 2012 To everyone who is using Fates Veil, you can edit your character HP,
EXP, Ability points and Inventory space through the editor. ...I still have one problem... the editor only show me the keyboard shortcuts, but I need to find the commands to edit the stats. and I don't find it... Is it possible to find in the.exe file to edit the options..? June 7, 2012 I've uploaded a new version that fixes all the problems with random kusulu from before, and adds the ability to edit the player's inventory space. Jul 7, 2012 Well, its been like 1 year since the latest release and I'm thinking about releasing a new version for Fates Veil. I'm also thinking about adding a cheats menu. I'll definately try to make the new release done by fall. Oct 31, 2012 Updated Fates Veil Save Editor v1.3-1. Which is a decent update.
However, I'm currently working on Fates Veil-Drinks. Dec 27, 2012 Re: Fates Veil - Kingdom of Amalur Save Editor v1.1 Hey, Thanks alot for your editor. I’m currently working on a bigger and better editor than Fates Veil. I’m in the process of making a plugin-system. I know it can be a pain at times so I’ve got the editor working in a custom mod manager. It’s called “The Toolbat”. I’m going to upload it to the website and link it here as
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May 9, 2018 Re: Fate's Veil - Kingdom of Amalur Save Editor v1.5. Here is a picture of it in case you have any trouble finding it. It's right in the top left corner. . Jun 8, 2015 Re: Kingdoms of Amalur Save Editor. here is a picture of it. it is located in the bottom left, if you go to your.. . Jun 8, 2015 Re: Kingdoms of Amalur Save Editor. Greetings there. it is the bottom left corner in the virtual.. May 27, 2015 Re: Kingdoms of Amalur Save Editor. Hi there, I was
going through your github page and noticed you are working on a Fates Veil Save Editor. . May 21, 2014 Re: Kingdoms of Amalur Save Editor. Hi there, after scouring the internet and watching numerous videos, I am now able to.. . @import url( body { background-color: #424242; font-family: 'Lato', sans-serif; color: #ffffff; padding: 40px; } #wrapper { max-width: 1200px; margin: 0 auto; } a { color: #ffffff; text-decoration: none; margin: 3px; } a:hover { color:
#9b1918; text-decoration: underline; } h1 { font-size: 38px; font-weight: 300; letter-spacing: -2px; margin-bottom: 20px; } h2 { margin-bottom: 40px; } h3 { font-weight: 500; letter-spacing: -2px; margin-bottom: 10px; margin-top: 10px; } h4 { font-weight: 300; 3da54e8ca3
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